Research Innovation Awards 2016-2017

**Bernadette Brooten**, Near Eastern and Judaic Studies, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Classical Studies, Religious Studies
**Jasmine Johnson**, African and Afro-American Studies, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
*Black Women Students’ Perceptions of Resources on Sexual Harassment/Sexual Violence and Racial Harassment/Racial Violence, Hindrances to Their Reporting, and Their Ideas for Ensuring Their Safety on a College Campus*

**Linda Bui**, Economics
*Measuring the Economic Consequence of Pandemics*

**Abigail Cooper**, History
*Conjuring Emancipation: Black Freedom and the Refugee Camps of the American Civil War*

**Irina Dubinina**, German, Russian, and Asian Languages and Literature
*Ethnography and Language Structure in Bilingual Communities*

**Gregory Freeze**, History
*Book Project: Russia and Globalization*

**Jody Hoffer Gittell**, Heller School
**Laura Lorenz**, Heller School
**Marji Erickson Warfield**, Heller School
**Christine Bishop**, Heller School
**Joanne Beswick**, Heller School
**Andrew Molinsky**, Brandeis IBS, Psychology
*Testing Innovative Interventions to Improve Relational Care for People with Chronic Severe Brain Injury*

**Jennifer Gutsell**, Psychology
*The Missing Link: Do Group Biases in Neural Resonance Contribute to Awkward and Ineffective Cross-Group Interactions?*

**Jytte Klausen**, Politics
**Mitch Cherniack**, Computer Science
*Building a Digital Architecture for the Western Jihadism Project Web Portal & Archive*
Anne Koloski-Ostrow, Classical Studies, Digital Humanities (DH) Lab
Andrew Koh, Classical Studies, Digital Humanities (DH) Lab
Ian Roy, LTS Research Technology & Innovation, MakerLab

*Ultra-Accurate 3D Imaging in the Brandeis Digital Humanities and Maker Labs*

Sarah Lamb, Anthropology
*A Critical Anthropology of Successful Aging: Life-Course Aspirations in the U.S. and India*

Harry Mairson, Computer Science
*Amati: Structure and Interpretation of Classical String Instruments*

Monika Mitra, Heller School
*Violence Victimization against People Who Are Deaf and Hard of Hearing*

Davide Pettenuzzo, Economics
*High-dimensional Mixed-Frequency Vector Autoregressions*

Aida Wong, Fine Arts/East Asian Studies
*Taiwanese Art History: Initiating a New Field of Research in the United States*